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DESCRIPTION
Excalibur7001 is an industrialgrade versatile detergent cleaner. lt contains no glycol ether solvents
and is non-caustic thus making it safe to use on most hard sudaces. The unique emulsion
characteristics of Excalibur 7001 allow it to work in areas normallv requirino a caustic based or
butyl based cleaner.

Specially designed to be used in food plants and food processing areas of all types, Excalibur
7001 is equally at home in an industrial plant, steam cleaner or in vehicle washing.

Controlled foam characteristics make Excalibur 7001 an excellent product to use through a foam
gun applicator for cleaning vertical or inclined surfaces. The quick penetratihg and emulsitying
action breaks up oily and greasy soils almost like magic. Once emulsified the soil particles are
suspended so as not to re-deposil. This allows for a 100% Iilm and soil lree surface after rinsing,

Excalibur 7001 offers the following advantages:
. Concentrated Liquid - contains double the active ingredients of many other industrial cleaners,

This provided a very economical use-dilution.
. Non-caustic - contains no caustic and is therefore sale on aluminium and other no-terrous

metals. Saf€r for employees to handle tool
. Non-butyl - Many cleaners depend on butyl solvent to obtain cleaning action. Butyl is very

odourous especially when used at high temperatures. lt is also becoming an increasing concern
to regulatory and industrial personnelfor safety reasons.

. Soap Free - May be used with any water source - sott or hard. Will not clog coils in steam
cleaning or hot water pressure washers.

. Built-in Corrosion Inhibitors - contains ingredients to give corrosive protection to metallic
parts being cleaned as wellas internal parts of pressure washeror product handling equipm€nt.

. Versatile- May be used in hot tank as a soak cleaner, steam cleaner, pressure wash, automatic
floor scrubber or in normal cleaning,
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